2

Kay Lang Collection

3

Vio

4

COMFORTcurve™ élan

5

Piper Collection

6

Studio Twist

7

Toledo

8

Café Twist

A certain liberty is granted to designers when the possibilities
are only limited by the imagination. That rare freedom

9

Micah

10

Square Chair

is something you’ll find within MTS’ impressive line of
hospitality seating.
We believe seating should inspire, complement and
comfort. It should be composed of the finest materials, the

11

Moderne

most desirable fabrics and the highest quality finishes. And,
it should be manufactured in environmentally responsible
ways. At MTS, we call this “SynerGreen®” – our guiding

12

Kilo

13

Bolero

philosophy in minimizing our impact on the world around us.
Modern interpretations of the classics’ most elegant designs
are just as sought after as the originals that inspired them.
With MTS, you get both – original designs that become

14

Vario

15

Salon

the industry standard, as well as updated interpretations of
time-honored designs. All with the knowledge to help you
determine the very best outcome in any setting.
So set your mind free as you browse through this sampling.

16

Novella | Essence | Marquis

17

Impilato

18

Sigma

19

Omega

20

Como

21

Chairaz

22

Tables & Bases

Want more inspiration? Visit us at www.mtsseating.com or
call 734-847-3875. There’s always something new at MTS.

: from the MTS Burgess® Collection

K AY L C
AN
AF
GE CTOWL ILSETC T I O N
With its bold lines and dramatic flair, one might be tempted to place the
Kay Lang collection on display surrounded by velvet ropes and track
lighting. But then your guests wouldn’t enjoy the outstanding comfort
these chairs have to offer. Standard with the MTS COMFORTflex®
back and COMFORTweb® seat and available in more than 30 standard
powdercoat colors and myriad upholstery selections, these banquet
stackers are sure to be a refreshing addition to any space.

designed by renowned interior designer Kay Lang

Kay Lang

CF5501-S

steel square leg
also available in aluminum
square leg, CF5501-A

Kay Lang

Kay Lang

CF5501-ST

steel round tapered leg

CF5503

steel square tapered legs

Kay Lang

Kay Lang

CF5502-S

steel square leg
also available in aluminum
square leg, CF5502-A

CF5504

steel square tapered legs

Kay Lang

Kay Lang

CF5502-ST Kay Lang

steel round tapered leg

CF5507

steel square tapered legs

Kay Lang

F E A T U R E D

CF5505

steel square tapered legs

Kay Lang

CF5505-TT

two-toned top hat back
steel square tapered legs
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Kay Lang

CF5508

steel square tapered legs
A B O V E

CF5506

steel square tapered legs

Kay Lang

CF5508

steel square tapered legs
with optional custom
uphostered back

Seating System

®

standard on all models

VIO
The Vio Series from the MTS Burgess® Collection is tipping the scales in the favor of style. Boasting sleek,
high-tech good looks, this banquet and convention chair is deceptively lightweight, incorporating a unique
triangular aluminum alloy frame that delivers remarkable strength and durability. But the stacker is a true
heavyweight when it comes to comfort, with a COMFORTflex® back and COMFORTweb® seat standard.
Vio easily stacks up to 14 high, making it strong on convenience, too.

FEATU R ED

Vio

ABOVE

04/1

COMFORTmesh™
back

FEATURED

Vio

ABOVE

04/2

upholstered back

Seating System

®

standard on all models
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C O M FC
OA
R FT Ec uT rve
W I S ™T é lan
The COMFORTcurve™ élan series banquet chairs exude both style and
grace. Combining our popular COMFORTflex® back and COMFORTweb®
seat technology with our new uniquely shaped dual contoured back,
these elegant chairs support the natural curve of the spine, providing
unparalleled lumbar support. Each of the five available back styles
features a streamlined, lower-profile protective bumper edge around the
frame and is available in a wide range of colors and patterns, a variety
of upholstery options and more than 30 standard powdercoat finishes.
Offered in square-tube aluminum or steel frames – as well as tapered
steel frames, the COMFORTcurve™ élan really stacks up, conveniently
storing up to 10 chairs high.

F E A T U R E D

COMFORTcurve™ élan

COMFORTcurve™ élan

CC301-S

CC304-S

COMFORTcurve™ élan

COMFORTcurve™ élan

CC302-ST COMFORTcurve™ élan

CC305-S

Seating System

CC303-ST COMFORTcurve™ élan

®

standard on all models
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A B O V E

CC302-S

all COMFORTcurve™ élan
styles are available with steel
tapered legs or square tube
steel or aluminum legs

PIPER
Named in honor of our own Greg Piper, the Piper chair shares our good friend and
retired industry leader’s unique, larger-than-life style and propensity for lighting up any
room. Featuring a multi-contoured seat shell with lumbar support, the Piper is the
perfect combination of absolute comfort and brilliant style. If you’re looking to make a
statement with your hospitality seating, Greg would be proud to offer you his seat.

FEATURED ABOVE

Piper

5750

Piper stacking
models stack
leg-on-leg safely
up to 10 high.
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SC
TU
AF
D EI OT T
WW
I SI S
TT
A counterpart to our popular Café Twist series, the Studio Twist is an evolution in
renowned designer Kerstin Bartlmae’s collection of contemporary restaurant chairs.
Like the original, the Studio Twist shares the same sleek tapered leg design, but
boasts a low-profile, elegant back that offers a deliciously understated presentation in
any restaurant setting. These seat-on-seat nestable chairs come in a combination of
wood or molded urethane backs and a choice of urethane, wood or upholstered seats.

designed by Kerstin Bartlmae, noted European Designer

F E A T U R E D

A B O V E

Studio Twist 197

Studio Twist 197-MUS Studio Twist 197-UPS

Studio Twist 198

Studio Twist 198-UPS

Studio Twist 198-WS

Studio Twist 197-30

wood back and seat

wood back and urethane seat

urethane seat and back

urethane back and
upholstered seat

urethane back and wood seat

barstools available in all seat/
back combinations

wood back and upholstered seat

all Studio Twist styles are available in matching barstool versions
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T O L E D O™
Our Toledo™ Chair family is available in any combination of metal, wood
or upholstered backs, and wood or upholstered seats. Toledo Chairs nest
seat-on-seat up to six high, and custom back designs are available.

F E A T U R E D

Toledo

187

metal back with an
upholstered seat

Toledo

A B O V E

187-WS

metal back with
wood seat

Toledo

188

upholstered seat & back

Toledo

188-WS

upholstered back with a
wood seat

Toledo

189

wood back & seat
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Toledo

189-UPS Toledo

wood back with an
upholstered seat

187-30

all styles available with
matching barstools

CAFÉ
E TWIST
Do the twist with these Kerstin Bartlmae designed café chairs. Nestable up
to six high, these models can be ordered in any combination of metal or
wood backs, and wood or upholstered seats.

designed by Kerstin Bartlmae, noted European Designer

F E A T U R E D

Café Twist

193

metal back with an
upholstered seat

Café Twist

Café Twist

193-WS

metal back with a wood seat

195-UPS Café Twist

uphostered seat &
wood back

Café Twist

A B O V E

194

wood seat & back

196

wood seat & back

Café Twist

Café Twist

194-UPS Café Twist

upholstered seat &
wood back

196-UPS Café Twist

upholstered seat &
wood back
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195

wood seat & back

193-30

all styles available with
matching barstools

MICAH®
The Micah® Chair from the MTS Burgess® Collection, designed by
Bruce Sienkowski, is made completely with high-strength, lightweight
aluminum alloy. This durable and agile chair is available in numerous
basic back designs, or create your own through our custom back
design program. All styles are available with any combination of
upholstered seat, and upholstered inner and/or outer backs.

designed by Bruce Sienkowski, 2B Studio,Inc.

F E A T U R E D

Micah

A B O V E

10/1

aluminum seat
and back

Micah

10/2

upholstered seat and
aluminum back

Micah

10/3

upholstered seat and
inner back

Micah

10/4

upholstered seat, inner
back and outer back

Micah

10/1-3x3 Micah

3x3 design available on
all styles

10/1 DB

diamond back design
available on all styles

Micah

custom back designs also available
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10/1 FM Micah

full moon design
available on all styles

10/1 WB Micah

diamond perforated
aluminum back
available on all styles

10/1-30

all styles available with
matching barstools

Micah 10/1-30BB
also available with
upholstered seat

S QCUAAFREE TC
WHI S
A TI R ®
Another Bruce Sienkowski creation – a contemporary combination of wood
and aluminum. These lightweight eye-catchers are available with wood or
upholstered seats. Order as is, or create your own style with our custom
back design program.

designed by Bruce Sienkowski, 2B Studio, Inc.

F E A T U R E D

Square Chair

A B O V E

11/1

Square Chair
with upholstered seat

11/2

Square Stool

11/1-30

all styles available with
matching barstools
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M O D E R N E™
The Moderne™ Collection is an MTS interpretation of a design icon.
Elegant and functional, our N6 chairs nest seat-on-seat up to six high,
while our S10 chairs stack leg-on-leg safely up to 10 high.

F E A T U R E D

Moderne

N6-RD

Moderne

N6-SQ

Moderne

A B O V E

N6-BT

Moderne

S10-RD

Moderne

S10-SQ

feature shown in optional
wood veneer

Moderne

S10-BT

Moderne

10-30-SQ Moderne

all back styles available
with matching barstools
in S10 frame
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10-24-SQ

all back styles available with
matching counterstools

C A FK
E I LT O
WIST
Style. Functionality. Comfort. They’re all on the menu with
the Kilo contemporary dining chair, brand new from the
MTS Burgess® Collection. A fully upholstered seat and
back sit atop a lightweight, high-strength aluminum alloy
frame, creating a chair that is incredibly comfortable due to
our COMFORTweb™ seat and back. With nearly unlimited
fabric and finish combinations, you’re sure to find the
perfectly palatable pick for your restaurant or lounge.

FEATURED ABOVE

Kilo
nesting

64/1

Kilo

64/1A

Kilo

64/2

Kilo

64/1-30 All Kilo nesting models

nesting
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nest seat-on-seat safely
up to four high.

BOLERO®
From the MTS Burgess® Collection, this seat-on-seat nesting chair nests
up to six high and comes standard with COMFORTweb™ seat. Made from
a high-strength, lightweight aluminum alloy, this bold banquet chair makes
a statement in any room.

FEATURED ABOVE

Bolero

80/1

Bolero

80/2

Bolero

80/3

Bolero

80/4

Bolero 80/4AR Bolero

all Bolero models are available in optional armchair version
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80/5

Bolero

80/6

V A RCI OA FAEL LT -WDIASYT®
A cornerstone of the MTS Burgess® Collection, Vario All-Day® has set the trend in
banquet seating with a leg-on-leg stacker that’s as fashionable as it is functional.
Over periods of extended seating, your guest will love the enduring comfort
that comes from the contoured COMFORTflex® back and contoured moulded
foam padded seat, standard on all Vario All-Day® models. And you’ll appreciate
its reliable lightweight yet high-strength aluminum alloy composition, 10-high
stacking capability and 12-year structural frame warranty.

designed by Peter Roth, European Designer

FEATURED ABOVE

Vario

22/1

Vario

Vario

22/6

22/1T Vario

Vario

22/2

22/6T Vario

Vario

22/2T Vario

22/7 Vario

21/4 Vario

22/7T Vario

21/4T Vario

22/8 Vario

all Vario All-Day® models are available in optional armchair version
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22/8T

22/5 Vario

Seating System

22/5T

®

standard on all models

SALON
From our MTS Burgess® Collection, this aluminum seat-on-seat nesting
chair nests up to six high and side chair models nest 10 high with our
optional pull-over seat. With a standard COMFORTweb® seat and countless
finishing and upholstery options, this chair finishes any room with style,
grace and enduring comfort.

FEATURED ABOVE

Salon

94/1

Salon

94/2

Salon

95/1

Salon

95/1A Salon

95/2

Salon

95/2A Salon

95/4

Salon

95/4A Salon

shown with optional
brass nails
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95/8

Salon

95/8A Salon

96/5

Salon

96/5A

N O V E L L A |C E
AS
FS
E ETNWCI ES T| M A R Q U I S
Comfort never takes a back seat with the Novella lounge chair. Designed
by Tolleson Saul Design, these strikingly stylish chairs come standard with
the MTS COMFORTweb® seat and feature an all-steel frame and a flexible
lumbar support system for uncompromising, enduring comfort. Available
in a variety of leg and caster options and a seemingly endless collection
of fabric choices, Novella also comes with the confidence of a five-year
structural frame warranty.

designed by Tolleson Saul Design

F E A T U R E D

Novella

A B O V E

831

Novella
with casters

831-C Novella

831TA Essence

831 & 832 available
with optional removable
swing-away tablet arm

832

Essence

832-B Essence

831 & 832 available
with optional button
back
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with casters

832-C Marquis

810

Marquis
with casters

810-C

I M P I L AT O ™
Created by Tolleson Saul Design, the Impilato™ Series is unique in its
Thedesign
Moderne
an MTS interpretation
a design classic.
®
andCollection
comfort. isStandard
with our MTSofCOMFORTweb
seat and
Ouravailable
N6 models
nestupholstered,
up to six high,
whileand
ourmetal
S10 models
stack safely
in five
wood
back designs.
This truly is
up a
tostack
ten high.
chair that does not look like a traditional stack chair. An attractive
addition to any room, this smartly designed chair stacks up to 12 high
in a perfect alignment – in less than six feet of space.

designed by Tolleson Saul Design

F E A T U R E D

Impilato

12-SIX-U

upholstered seat and back

Impilato

12-SIX-UT

upholstered seat and back
with top-rail hand hold

Impilato

12-SIX-W

upholstered seat and
wood back

Impilato

12-SIX-WHH Impilato

upholstered seat and wood
back with hand hold
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A B O V E

12-SIX-M

upholstered seat and
metal back with hand hold

SIG
CM
AF
A ES TTAWCI K
S ET R ®
Looking for a more contemporary, architectural look for your banquet room?
Our SigmaStacker® Series, stackable up to 10 high, offers a clean, upscale
appearance that’s appropriate for any occasion. All styles are available with,
or without, hand holds.

F E A T U R E D

SigmaStacker

A B O V E

CF5579

SigmaStacker

5579

shown with COMFORTflex®

SigmaStacker

SigmaStacker

5579-NH SigmaStacker

all models available without handhold

5580

SigmaStacker

5582

Seating System

®

optional on all models
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5579-VH

OMEGA
Omega Series stackers from MTS set the standard in banquet seating and offer
more options than any other banquet line in the industry. Leg-on-leg stackable
up to 10 high, the best structural frame warranty available (12-years) and the
best frame finish available. Nothing stacks up like an Omega.

FEATURED

Omega 535

Omega 567

Omega 568

Omega 569

Omega 572

Omega 572AR Omega 577

Omega 578

all styles available
with arms

Omega 585

Omega 588

Omega 589

Omega 590

Omega 592

Omega 593

ABOVE

Omega 582

Omega 584

shown with
COMFORTflex®

Omega 594

Omega 596

Omega 599

Seating System

®

optional on all models
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®
CC
AF
TW
IST
OEM O

Sophistication and versatility combine elegantly in the Como banquet chair from our
MTS Burgess® Collection. While the standard MTS COMFORTweb™ seat ensures
premium comfort, the lightweight, aluminum alloy frame ensures easy handling and
unparalleled strength. The Como® stacks leg-on-leg 10 high and is available either
with a stylish reeded frame, or with a sleek smooth frame.

F E A T U R E D

Como

A B O V E

PC27/2

also available with smooth
profile frame (28/2), shown
with optional corner detail
and contoured seat

Como

Como

PC27/4

also available with smooth
profile frame (28/4)

Como

PC27/5

also available with smooth
profile frame (28/5)

Como

PC27/6

also available with smooth
profile frame (28/6)

Como

F E A T U R E D

PC27/10

also available with smooth
profile frame (28/10)

Como

PC27/11

also available with smooth
profile frame (28/11)

Como

PC27/11HG Como

PC27/7

also available with smooth
profile frame (28/7)

Como

PC27/8

also available with smooth
profile frame (28/8)

Como

PC27/8CR

also available with smooth
profile frame (28/8CR)

Como

A B O V E

PC28/12

Como

also available with smooth
profile frame (28/11HG)
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PC28/14

Como

PC27/7AR

all models available
with arms

PC27/9

also available with smooth
profile frame (28/9)

Seating System

®

optional on all models

CHAIRAZ®
Create your own personality with this Joseph D. Ricchio designed lightweight
aluminum and high-density polyethylene chair. Choose from six standard seat
and back colors or specify your own using the PANTONE® Matching System.

designed by Joseph D. Ricchio, Ricchio Design

F E A T U R E D

A B O V E

Chairaz 12/1

Chairaz 12/1-30

Chairaz 12/1
nests up to six high
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TA B L E T O P S & B A S E S

F E A T U R E D

A B O V E

F E A T U R E D

A B O V E

331

270

352

261

333

234

262

313

maple edge table top

granito™ table top

1500

sierrasolid® roundover
edge table top

reverse knife edge
table top

vinyl bumper edge
table top

sierrasolid® ogee edge
table top

maple edge table top

4300

reverse knife edge
table top

reeded base

series base

Stainless Steel

CI

3500

square series base

round base with a
decorative collar

checkerboard series base

4500
aztec series base

3400
hobnail series base

additional table edge and base styles available

Tri-Leg
series base
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